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Looking for offers, mostly unsure of class, as marauder, witch and ranger all seem viable   Build of Exile © 2016-2020. This site is fan-made and is not affiliated with Grinding Gear games in any way. Set of Elements: DefaultResponsor 1: Brain Rattler, MeatgrinderWeapon 2: NoneHelmet: Starconia
Head, Silken HoodBody Armor: Loreweave, Elegant RingmailGloves: Shaper, Crusaders GlovesBoots: New Item, Titan GreavesAmulet: Astramentis, Onyx Amulet Stadd BeltFlask 1: Diamond Flab ✔Flask 2: Roar lion, Granite flask ✔Flasca 3: Promise Of Atsiri, Ameti Flaba ✔Flask 4: Seething Divine Life
Flask of Staunching Flask 5: Cinderswallow Urn, Silver Flask ✔ I wanted to build this project during the invasion time, but unfortunately not the time. Overall, I believe this is the highest DPS variation Molten Strike HoWA build out there. In general, Molten Strike itself can be done and played in several
ways. I've done a lot of research on this. And I like researching things  Hi everyone, I plan to do a lightning strike (for Ao/general cleaning) and a static kick (boss-only) character. I find myself experienced enough when it comes to the game, but to a lesser extent when it comes to construction, so that's
where my issues are. If I'm making Templars, is it worth grabbing the elementary nodes of damage that are so visible out there? I know that physical nodes of damage/weapon specific nodes are good because they affect the damage before the physical gets converted into lightning. Are elementary
damage/lightning damage to knots still worth getting? In a similar vein, I want the character to be an employee using the inquisitor for large crits/power charges (ultimately using hegemony). Is the bonus of elementary damage/status sickness bonuses/ignoring resistance going to be very helpful, or would I
be better off as a berserker? Thematically I really would like to be an inquisitor, but if the knots are worth less than I imagine they are I don't want the character to be useless. Finally, what types of gem support are good with a lightning strike? Given that this aoe skill for assembly and single purpose dps
doesn't matter so much, I assume GMP/LMP is ok. What's so good? A multi-stra? Added fire? Pierce/chain/fork? Thank you a ton for any help you can provide. Page 2Posted 4 years ago 11 comments INFORMATIONThis is an Assassin-based build focusing on the skill of lightning strike. It's a huge build,
with incredible clear speed and endgame potential. Pros Awesome Clear Speed Easy play Great Endgame Killer Great Single Target Damage Very fast and fun cons If using Abyssus for more damage you also take more physical damage Dodging Dependent EQUIPMENT-Inpulsa's Broken Heart is the
best body armor for Build, it provides up to 80 lives, a 50% increase in damage, a 20% increase in shock effect and makes your shocked enemies blow up the AoE damage case. Damage. For this build, it has up to 270 DPS, 5% reduction in mana protected, 10% increase in the effect of your fans and a
25% increase in attack rate. - If currency is not a problem, you can treat yourself to rare foils with high physical DPS, attack rate and critical chance. Examples here.- I recommend the head of Starkonja, because with this helmet you are unlikely to die, it provides up to 100 maximum lifespan and a huge
positive effect of evasion when on a low life. -But if you want to be super strong and less tank used Abyssus because it gives a huge amount of extra damage. You become vulnerable to physical harm though. - Rat's Nest is a good balance between defensive (Starkonja's) and offensive (Abyssus), it
provides a 15% attack rate and up to 75% increase in critical chance. - You can also use a rare helmet with life, elementary resistance and armor/evasion. Examples here.- Rare gloves with life, elementary resistance and energy shield/evasion. Examples here.- Rare boots with speed, life, elementary
resistance and armor/dodging. Examples here.- A rare belt with life and elementary resistance. Examples here.- A rare ring with life, elementary resistance, strength and elementary damage with attacks. Examples here.- A rare ring with life, elementary resistance, intelligence and elementary damage with
attacks. Examples here are a rare amulet with life, elementary resistance, strength and intelligence. Examples here.- Divine life flask. Look for fashions such as instant recovery, removes bleeding and removes freezing. Examples here and here. - Diamond flask for more critical strikes. Look for fashions
such as increasing the duration and increase of armor during the flask effect. Examples here. - Promise of good old Atziri for a great increase in your damage and life of the leech. - Roar the lion to increase your armor and melee physical damage. - Wise oak to increase your damage with lightning
penetration. Remember that your unnecessarily lightning-fast resistance should be the highest. Details here.- Helmet: 40% Increase in damage from lightning strike - Gloves: Fury - Boots: Elementary penetration P.S. Charms are not super important, so don't feel bad, If you don't have the right ones ;)-
First Choice: Constitution (Silver and Golden Gold) - Alternative #1: Arc Blows (Clear and Clear) - Alternative #2: Discipline and Training (Black and Silver) - Power: 155 - Agility: 155 - Intelligence: 155GEMSLightning StrikePhysical to Lightning MultistrikeElmental damage with AttacksRu without problems
(If 5 outlets are connected)Lightning Penetration (If 6 sockets Connected)WrathSummon SkitterbotsPrecision (level 8)EnlightenCast When damage is taken (level 11)Steelskin (level 16)Vaal GraceIncreased DurationVaal ancestors Of Warchimuleftiple StrikeAncestral ProtectorSummon Ice GolemBlood
GolemBlood
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